ABSTRACT Active control is one of the most important advantages of active magnetic bearing (AMB), and also can be used to suppress the imbalance of AMB rotor system (AMB-RS). This paper aims at dealing with periodic vibration problem caused by unbalanced force existing in AMB-RS as the rotor spins. Firstly, with the advantages of iterative learning control (ILC) over repetitive problems, a novel ILC algorithm based on the system information of the iteration before last iteration is put forward to achieve parallel computing of real-time control, real-time acquisition and signal extraction in AMB digital control system (DCS). Then, two compound control modes are proposed on the basis of AMB closed-loop feedback control system (CFCS), one is a parallel compound control mode (PCCM) that is used to achieve unbalance compensation, the other one is a serial compound control mode (SCCM) that is used to achieve automatic balance, and corresponding compound control systems are designed on the basis of an AMB experimental system. Finally, numerical simulation and experimental research are carried out, and the results show that the control methods proposed in this paper have significant control effect on the periodic vibrations produced by the unbalanced force of AMB-RS. Therefore, the research achievements can provide theoretical references and experimental basis for the further application of AMB in the high-precision and high-speed fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
AMB, as a preferred rotor support technology for highprecision, high-speed and high-cleaning fields, has advantages of no mechanical friction, no lubrication, low loss, etc. More importantly, active control provides the technical foundation for the unbalanced force detection and control of AMB-RS, and also provides active vibration control means for mechanical device equipped with AMB [1] . For example, AMB is put forward to suppress the unbalanced magnetic pull produced by the motor in [2] , and the application of AMB in vibration control is discussed and analyzed in detail in [3] .
The vibrations produced by unbalanced force on the rotor have periodic repetitive characteristics with same frequency or multi-frequency of the rotating speed in rotational
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Wojciech Paszke. machines equipped with AMB. Such as rotor mass imbalance and sensor runout [4] , [5] , which are the main sources of the synchronous vibrations, geometric misalignment between stator and rotor of the motor [6] and asymmetric electrical parameters in magnetic poles of the AMB and the motor [7] , [8] , which are the main sources of the multi-frequency vibrations. Fortunately, the active control function of AMB can be used to suppress the rotor vibrations. However, due to open-loop instability of the AMB-RS, a closed-loop feedback controller (FC) is usually used to achieve the stability control of the system, but the FC is not ideal in suppressing periodic vibrations of the rotor, so other control methods are always introduced to suppress the vibrations.
In [8] - [10] , the unbalance control methods of AMB-RS are usually divided into two categories: unbalance compensation and automatic balance. Among them, unbalance VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ compensation is to offset the existing unbalanced force by the opposite force generated in controller, to ensure the rotor spins the geometric axis, which is also known as force-control mode and suitable for high-precision fields, such as [11] - [13] . Similarly, automatic balance is to achieve rotor spins freely around its inertial axis by ignoring the periodic component of rotor vibration signal in the control process, which is also known as force-freedom mode and suitable for high-speed fields, such as [7] , [14] , [15] . Among these unbalance control methods, some algorithms rely heavily on the rotor system model, and most algorithms are only studied in theory and simulation, but not fully verified in the actual AMB system. As we know, AMB-RS is a typical multi-input multi-output (MIMO), strongly coupled and nonlinear system. More seriously, there also exists certain uncertainties of the system model during operation. Therefore, it is difficult to apply the unbalance control methods which rely on the system model to actual AMB system. In recent years, some researchers have introduced ILC into unbalance control of AMB-RS, and some research results are achieved in [13] , [16] . However, some details are not elaborated in depth, and they belong to unbalance compensation control methods. Moreover, automatic balance control method achieved by ILC is little proposed, and its experimental research is never mentioned before.
But in fact, ILC has been widely and successfully applied in other fields with repetitive control requirements. In the past two decades, lots of researches have been performed in the theory and application of ILC, such as [17] - [27] . From these research results, ILC has unique advantages in dealing with repetitive problems as it adopts a learning mechanism by using previous system information. Moreover, it has been successfully applied in robot repetitive operation control, high-precision motion control, motor disturbance suppress, industrial process control and so on.
To sum up, this paper fully combines the technical advantages of ILC with the requirements of periodic vibration suppression of the AMB-RS, and presents a novel ILC algorithm and two compound control strategies for unbalance control of AMB-RS, then designs corresponding control systems for unbalance compensation and automatic balance, to meet the requirements of different applications.
And this paper is arranged as follows: Section II presents the control plant of AMB and points out the problems of the periodic vibrations generated by unbalanced force. In Section III, a novel ILC algorithm and two compound control strategies for unbalance control of AMB-RS are proposed and analyzed in detail. In Section IV, numerical simulation and experiment research are carried out to verify the effectiveness of the methods, and the results are discussed in detail. Finally, some conclusions and future works are summarized in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
From the current application status, only those rotational mechanical equipment operating in special fields would be equipped with AMB system, such as high-speed motors, energy storage flywheels, primary helium circulators and so on. In one of our projects [28] , the clearance between rotor and auxiliary bearing is only 0.15mm. Obviously, if the amplitude of vibration produced by unbalanced force on the rotor exceeds the maximum permissible range, collision would be occurred. In mild cases, the collision may lead to deterioration of the equipment operation performance, but in severe cases, the collision may lead to the serious damage of the rotational mechanical equipment or system. Therefore, the safe and reliable control of rotor system determine the development and application of AMB technology. In practical applications, the stability control of AMB system is usually achieved by FCs, which are always implemented based on PID algorithm. In order to keep the consistency with the AMB experimental system adopted later in this paper, a single degree-of-freedom (DOF) radial model of vertical AMB is taken as an example to describe the problem.
A. THE CONTROL PLANT OF AMB WITH A SINGLE DOF
In an AMB system, a pair of identical electromagnets installed in the direction of 180 • are usually used to achieve the differential drive mode and the stability control in one direction is shown in Fig.1 . Here, the differential drive mode refers to that the actual current flowing through the electromagnet is composed of bias current i x0 and control current i xc . Therefore, the actual excitation currents flowing through two symmetric electromagnets can be expressed as:
where i x0 is a constant current that is set according to the AMB structure and system operation requirements, and i xc is a real-time control current that is changed according to the rotor operation condition. These combination described as equation (1) can ensure that the AMB is operating stably near the equilibrium point. According to Maxwell's electromagnetic theory and the equivalent theory of magnetic circuit, the electromagnetic force generated by a single electromagnet is:
where i is the actual current flowing through the electromagnet,x is the air gap length between the rotor and magnetic pole, and k is the electromagnetic force coefficient. Certainly, k is a constant for a given AMB system and is calculated by equation (3) .
where µ 0 is the permeability of vacuum, N 0 is the coil turns of electromagnet, and A 0 is the effective magnetic pole area. When the differential drive mode shown in Fig. 1 is adopted, the electromagnetic force of AMB-RS in one direction (X direction is taken as an example) can be expressed as:
where, x 0 is the air gap length when the rotor operates at the equilibrium point, and x is the rotor displacement. Here, Taylor linearization is always carried out at the equilibrium point (i x0 , x 0 ), then we can get
Equation (5) can be simplified to
where, k xi is the force-current coefficient and k x is the force-displacement coefficient. They are two constants for a given AMB system, and calculated by equations (7) .
According to Newton's second law, we can get
where m is the rotor mass. By using the Laplace transform technique, the transfer function of the AMB with a single DOF can be described as
Equation (9) indicates that the AMB with a single DOF is an open-loop unstable system. So a CFCS shown in Fig. 2 is used to meet stability control requirements.
In Fig.2 , K PA and K DS are the power amplifier coefficient and displacement sensor coefficient respectively, and they are also two constants for a given AMB system. 
B. PERIODIC VIBRATIONS GENERATED BY UNBALANCED FORCE
From the above analysis, it seems that the stability control of AMB is not difficult. But actually, the force on AMB-RS is very complex, as it includes periodic and non-periodic components. This paper mainly studies the suppression of periodic vibrations caused by unbalanced force because they are the main components of the vibrations and the most dangerous to the system. In order to more clearly illustrate the periodic vibrations of the rotor system, a schematic diagram of the end face structure of AMB is shown in Fig.3 . Here we assume that the electromagnetic forces are f x and f y and unbalanced forces are f xd and f yd in the radial X and Y directions respectively. Then according to Newton's second law, (10) According to equation (6), we can get
In an AMB system, electromagnets are usually configured in pairs and with several magnetic poles. Typically, four pairs of electromagnets with eight poles are the most commonly used in AMB system as shown in Fig.3 . Further, according to the research results of [12] , [29] , [30] , the main component of the periodic vibrations are low frequency periodic vibrations, especially, synchronous vibration is the most serious. This is the reason that most of unbalance control methods only consider the suppression synchronous vibration. So, here we only discuss and analyze the constant component, the first component and the second component of unbalanced forces.
where c xn and c yn are the amplitudes of unbalanced forces, ϕ xn and ϕ yn are the phases of unbalanced forces, ω is the rotating speed and t is the time. In addition, n = 0 represents the constant component, n = 1 represents the first component and n = 2 represents the second component. Ideally, when AMB-RS operates at the equilibrium point, the resultant force on the rotor should be zero and the rotor only rotates under the drive of the motor. However, the actual AMB-RS is subject to the unbalanced force shown in equation (12) . Specially, according to the closed-loop feedback control principle of AMB shown in Fig.2 , the FC can generate the corresponding force to balance the unbalanced forces. Importantly, the FC should completely balance the constant component (n = 0) of the unbalanced forces, which is the prerequisite for stable operation of AMB system. Unfortunately, the FC is continuously trying to generate forces to compensate for the first and second components of periodic unbalanced forces (n = 1, 2). But according to Newton's third law of action and reaction principle, when the magnetic poles generate electromagnetic forces that act on the rotor, the magnetic poles would also be subject to reaction forces, which lead to periodic vibrations of the AMB system. In more detail, the nonlinear vibration equations produced by the rotor under the periodic unbalanced force can be expressed as:
where c is rotor damping and k 0 is rotor stiffness. The vibration equations described as equations (13) are based on the rigid characteristics of AMB-RS in the experimental system, if it is a flexible rotor, the vibration equations would be more complex.
From the form of solution to equations (13), the displacement components of the rotor are consistent with the unbalanced force components in the X and Y directions. In other words, the rotor moves in the form of simple harmonic vibration, which means that there exists the synchronous vibration and double-frequency vibration. Obviously, the compound motion of the rotor in two directions would be a round, oval, heart-shaped, petal-shaped or other more complex loci, which are determined by the amplitude and phase of simple harmonic vibration in two directions. However, these periodic vibrations cannot be suppressed effectively by FC, so they are the difficult control issues of AMB system. But in the high-precision or high-speed fields, the vibration amplitude of the rotor must be suppressed within a reasonable and feasible level as much as possible, and the rotor must operate at a deterministic geometric position. For example, in high-temperature gas-cooled reactor project, the vibration amplitude of the rotor in the primary helium circulator should be suppressed within 4.5 × 10 −5 m.
III. CONTROL METHOD
From the above analysis, it can be seen that the periodic vibrations of AMB-RS caused by the unbalanced forces have the relation with the same frequency and multi-frequency of the rotating speed, which lay a foundation for introducing the ILC to suppress the unbalanced forces. However, one requirement of ILC is that the system needs to be completely reset to the initial state after each iteration. Fortunately, the asynchronous iterative learning mechanism proposed in [17] lays a theoretical foundation for the unbalance control application of AMB-RS. As asynchronous ILC is used in the rotor unbalance control, the time (T ) of one rotation is used as the iterative learning period, and the phase of the speed detected by real-time speed sensor is used to trigger each iteration. Therefore, asynchronous ILC algorithm applicable to unbalanced control of AMB-RS can be described as:
where T is the time of one rotation, k is the iterative number.
A. A NOVEL ITERATIVE LEARING MECHANISM
In the AMB system, vibrations are not only caused by certain unbalanced factors, but also caused by a large number of random factors. That is, the real-time displacement information collected by the displacement sensor contains non-periodic components. Coupled with the interference of environmental noise, the displacement information finally collected may not have significant periodic repetitive characteristics. Therefore, most of the unbalance control algorithms of AMB-RS need to extract periodic component from the displacement information. That is to say, the control system needs to filter the displacement information of each rotation, which is the basis of most current control methods for rotor unbalance of AMB-RS. Similarly, this process is important for ILC in unbalance control of AMB-RS. Notably, due to ILC only has a significant control effect on repetitive problems, nonrepetitive problems would worsen the control performance.
The periodic component extraction of displacement information mentioned here is usually based on Fourier transform theory. In this paper, the process of the synchronous vibration extraction is taken as an example for principle analysis [10] , [12] , [30] . And the corresponding extraction algorithms are shown in equations (15)- (18), and the process is shown in Fig.4 .
where,
i=0 is the sequence of control errors in the kth iteration, the result of extraction isẽ
i=0 , which has the sinusoidal periodic characteristic. N is the length of control error sequence, and it has
where, T f is the sampling period of AMB control system. Obviously, the extraction described above is a non-causal data filtering method, and can only be carried out while a complete error sequence is obtained after each rotation. Furthermore, we know that the discrete Fourier transform and its inverse transform require a lot of computational resources. Although only a few low-frequency components or only the same frequency component are needed to be analyzed in the unbalanced control of AMB-RS, the length of the control error sequence is usually very long. For example, if the rotor operates at 2,400 rpm (f = 40 Hz) and T f = 1 × 10 −4 s, then we can get N = 250 as equation (19) . In this case, the control system needs to call the sine or cosine function 1000 times. However, in DSP embedded systems, calling library functions like these complex operations would take up a lot of computing resources [31] . In the initial stage of our study, it was found that the packet loss rate was more than 20% as this problem was not considered. Finally, the results of this problem is that the real-time performance of ILC loop cannot be guaranteed well.
In order to solve the above problems, a novel parallel iterative control mechanism by using the system information of the iteration before last iteration is proposed here. So asynchronous ILC algorithm applicable to unbalanced control of AMB-RS can be rewritten as:
Through this ingenious design of the algorithm, the control system can achieve the parallel processing of three processes: ILC, real-time displacement signal acquisition and periodic component extraction, which can ensure the control system has enough time to complete the analysis and calculation of the control error. The principle of these three parallel processes is shown in Fig.5 .
FIGURE 5.
The novel parallel ILC mechanism by using the system information of the iteration before last iteration.
The three parallel processes described in Fig.5 are expressed as
where, y d (t) is the target displacement of the rotor, and y (k+1)T (t) is the real-time displacement of the (k + 1)th iteration. In more detail, when the rotation ends, that is, the (k)th iteration ends, a complete control error sequence e (k)T [t] is collected by the control system.ẽ (k)T [t] does not exist because extraction algorithms have not been executed, but meanwhile the (k + 1)th iteration is performed immediately. Therefore, in the novel ILC mechanism, the control input of the (k + 1)th ILC is generated by using the (k − 1)th system information(u (k−1)T (t) andẽ (k−1)T (t)). At the same time, displacement information e (k+1)T (t) is acquired in real time for FC and ILC, andẽ (k)T [t] is extracted from e (k)T [t] for the (k + 2)th iteration.
B. THE NOVEL ILC FOR UNBANLCE CONTROL OF AMB-RS
There are two advantages of this novel ILC, one is the repetitive control advantage of ILC can effectively suppress the periodic vibrations, the other one is the parallel processing mechanism can ensure the real-time performance of ILC loop. Obviously, this ingenious algorithm mechanism is simple and convenient to implement, especially it can ensure real-time performance of the ILC loop. But the convergence rate of control error is slower than that of ILC based on the system information of the last iteration. Our previous simulation research results show that, the iterations of the novel ILC is twice as much as the iterations VOLUME 7, 2019 of the ILC based on system information of the last iteration with the same initial error, final error, algorithm structure and parameters. But it is perfectly acceptable in the unbalance control of AMB-RS. Further, considering the rigid characteristics of AMB-RS in the experimental system, an openloop differential type ILC with a variable forgetting factor and a variable learning gain is adopted here, as expressed in equation (22) .
where u 0 (t) is the initial control, the variable forgetting factor is ξ ff (k − 1) that is changed with iterations, and the variable learning gain is L (k−1)T (k −1, t) that is changed with iterations and time step.
Here, the AMB rotor system with single degree of freedom (DOF) is taken as an example to analyze the convergence of the algorithm. The model of the system can be described as:
where u (k)T (t) ∈ R, y (k)T (t) ∈ R and x (k)T (t) ∈ R n are the input, output and state matrixes, and the system control objective is expressed as
Now we assume that there exists a unique target control input sequence u d (t) for the target output sequencey d (t).
Thus the goal of ILC is to find the target control input sequence u d (t) through iterations until y (k)T (t) track y d (t).
The solution of the state equation of the discrete system expressed in equation (23) is described as (25) where x (k)T (0) is the initial states of the system.
Here,we analyze the convergence of the algorithm by using the periodic component of the system control error. The analysis process is described as follows:
whereẽ (k+1)T (t + 1) = y d (t + 1) − y (k+1)T (t + 1) is an approximate representation because the method proposed in this paper only conducts the periodic component of the system control error. And now equation (22) is substituted into equation (26) , it can be get e (k+1)T (t + 1)
The norm of both sides of equation (27) satisfies the relation expressed in equation (28) .
where, we define
Multiply both sides of equation (28) by λ t (0 < λ < 1), it can be get
The supremum of equation (30) can be written as (31) where,ρ
When the determined parameters are selected to meet ρ < 1, there must exists a λ to ensureρ < 1, i.e.
Since the process of the algorithm is to successively search the target input sequence u d (t), equation (22) can be rewritten as the parameters selected should meet the convergence requirement stated above.
To sum up, the convergence conditions for a single input single output (SISO) plant with the control algorithm expressed in equation (22) can be summarized as follows:
Here, the initial control input and two variables can be set as equations (36), (37) and (38).
Here, k BC is a parameter determined by the convergence condition. Combining equations (22), (37) and (38), we know that
In other words, as k → ∞, the control input of the systems meets
where, u d (t) is the target control input. Equation (42) Obviously, the ILC expressed in equation (22) has no stability control effect on the system, that is, FC is necessary used to achieve the stability by CFCS and the ILC is used to suppress the periodic vibrations. Therefore, a compound scheme should be set to combine with FC and ILC to achieve control objectives. Certainly, there are various combinations of FC and ILC [33] - [35] , and different combinations can be achieved according to different control objectives. Here, in order to achieve a plug-in control mechanism and simplicity design of a compound control system, this paper adopts a PCCM to achieve the unbalance compensation of AMB-RS and a SCCM to achieve the automatic balance of AMB-RS.
1) THE UNBALANCE COMPENSATION OF AMB-RS BASED ON THE NOVEL ILC
A PCCM of the FC and ILC is shown in Fig.6 . In Fig.6 , the ILC input and FC input are directly superimposed as the input of the controlled plant, so it is called PCCM, and the input and output relationship of this control system in frequency domain can be expressed as follows
When this PCCM is used for unbalanced control of AMB-RS, the control signal generated by the ILC compensates the control signal generated by the FC to suppress periodic vibrations of the rotor. More directly, the real-time corrective control in FC and periodic compensation control in ILC are performed simultaneously, to achieve control objectives. So it is also called force-control method in the unbalanced control of AMB-RS as both controllers generate control signals of periodic vibrations.
In addition, in the perspective of the parallel control mechanism, there must exist control deviation as long as the rotor deviates from the equilibrium position (geometric axis), and the FC and ILC must generate corresponding signals to control the rotor spins the geometric axis. This means that the target balance position of the rotor is the geometric axis under the PCCM. So, we can see that this PCCM is suitable for the rotor unbalance control of AMB-RS in high-precision fields. And the PCCM realized finally in DCS is shown in Fig.7 , in which the FC of the AMB is always a PID controller. 
2) THE AUTOMATIC BALANCE OF AMB-RS BASED ON THE NOVEL ILC
A SCCM of the FC and ILC is shown in Fig.8 . In Fig.8 , before entering the FC, e k (t) would be adjusted by the ILC to modify the reference input y d (t), which can compensate the y k+1 (t). So it is a SCCM, and the input and output relationship of this control system in frequency domain can be expressed as follows:
When this SCCM is used for unbalanced control of AMB-RS, the ILC can generate the compensation signal with the same of frequency, phase and amplitude as the displacement signal, which can eliminate the effect of the FC on the periodic vibrations of the rotor. More directly, the FC is not aware of the periodic vibration under this SCCM, and the FC does not need to generate the compensation signal, so it is also called the force-freedom method. In addition, in the perspective of the rotor dynamics, the rotor spins around its inertia axis under this SCCM, and the periodic vibrations can be suppressed completely, which is suitable for the rotor unbalance control of AMB-RS in high-speed fields. And the SCCM final achieved in DCS is shown in Fig.9 .
In Fig.7 and Fig.9 , the filters are used to extract the control error as described in 3.1. Additionally, in equations (43) and (44), if the ILC input is set to zero, the system is reset to the original closed-loop feedback control mode. So it can be seen that this two compound control modes can easily achieve the plug-in control mechanism without changing the original CFCS. In other word, there is no need to redesign the FC in the practical application, which has greatly important application value in the unbalanced control of AMB-RS. For example, these methods can greatly reduce the implementation difficulties and redesign cost when they are used to optimize the performance of AMB-RS.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
In order to verify the effectiveness of the control algorithm and control strategy, we carried out experimental researches on an AMB experimental system. Before that, numerical simulation was carried out with the parameters consistent with the AMB experimental system, to provide references for the experimental research.
A. INTRODUCTION TO THE AMB EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
Since the rotor is driven and controlled by a motor in the radial rotation, so a group of axial thrust bearings and two groups of radial bearings are usually required to achieve the active control in five DOFs. A vertical AMB structure is shown in Fig.10 .
The AMB experimental system adopted in this paper is the vertical structure as shown in Fig.10 , and the AMB experimental system is shown in Fig.11 . Additionally, the control parameters of one DOF are shown in Table 1 .
Here, the speed sensor in Fig.11 is used to detect rotor speed information, and the phase information of the speed is used to trigger each iteration of ILC. The AMB experimental system adopts a self-developed digital control system, the FC (PID) and ILC are all developed based on TMS320F28335. Meanwhile, control algorithms are developed on the Code Composer Studio 8.1.0 environment, and flash_debug mode is adopted to observe parameters. In addition, NI USB 6215 with the frequency of 10 kHz is used to acquire the displacement signal of each control channel for real-time monitoring.
Finally, experiments are conducted according to the ILC method described in equations (22), (36),(37) and (38) and the control strategies designed in Fig.7 and Fig.9 . And k BC expressed in equation (38) can be set to one (k BC = 1) with the convergence criterion of the ILC algorithm and the system control parameters given in Table 1 .
B. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESEARCH
The parameters of the AMB experimental system shown in Table 1 are used for numerical simulation. Furthermore, a sine periodic disturbance is added in the control loop to simulate the periodic vibration produced by the balance force described in equation (12) and (13), and a random white noise is added in the control loop to simulate the non-periodic vibration caused by random interference.
Considering the rate of ILC proposed in this paper is slower, here k= 300 is set to better observe the control process. And we carried out three simulations, which are Only PID, PCCM (Parallel combination of PID and ILC) and SCCM (Serial combination of PID and ILC). Specially, the parameters of three simulations are completely consistent except for the inconsistent combination mode of controllers, and the results of simulations are shown in Fig.12 .
In Fig.12 , we can see that the disturbance cannot be gradually suppressed as the system is only controlled by PID under repetitive control, because PID algorithm cannot utilize the previous system information for self-learning. On the contrary, when the ILC loop is active, the periodic disturbance is obviously suppressed under repetitive control. Furthermore, the rate of disturbance suppression in PCCM is faster than in the SCCM, but the degree of disturbance suppression in SCCM is better than in PCCM, which are related to the control mechanism of the two compound control modes.
In PCCM, two controllers perform in parallel and generate control signals to suppress the disturbances simultaneously, so the rate of disturbance suppression is faster. However, there exists asynchronous characteristic as PID and ILC perform independently but interact with each other in the output of controllers, so some periodic disturbance is still left in the end. Instead, in SCCM, since the ILC adjusts the control errors independently, so the rate of disturbance suppression is slower. But there does not exist asynchronous characteristic as PID and ILC perform independently and without interacting with each other, so the final suppression effect on periodic disturbance is better.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHE
In order to achieve the compound control modes designed above on the basis of the original AMB control system, the ILC and the hardware analog adder are designed and developed before the experimental research. Finally the AMB experimental system is upgraded and shown in Fig.11 , and used to verify the control methods proposed above. As unbalanced force on the rotor only acts in four radial directions, so the displacement of four radial directions and the axis loci of the upper and lower ends are observed in real time, which serve as the basis for analyzing and evaluating the experimental results. Here, the experiments are carried out at the f = 25 Hz (the speed of rotor is 1500 r/m), because synchronous vibration is very serious as the AMB works in this frequency.
Similarly, the parameters of the two groups of experiment are completely consistent except for the inconsistent combination mode of controllers, and the results of experiments are shown in Fig.13 and Fig.14 .
As we can see from the experimental results, firstly, the convergence rate shown in Fig.13 is faster than shown in Fig.14. In Fig.13 , the system control error converges to a constant range at about the 15th (k = 15), but there are still some periodic vibration components (about left 25%). In Fig.14 , it needs about the 150th (k = 150), and there are almost little periodic vibration components (about left 10%).
Secondary, in the perspective of the axis loci, in Fig.13 , the ultimate vibration displacements of the rotor are constrained within the safest range and the rotor can spin around the geometric axis (coordinate origin (0,0) ) well. That is to say, the center of axis loci of the rotor is the geometric axis under PCCM. Therefore, this control mode is more suitable for the unbalance control of AMB-RS in high-precision fields. In Fig.14 , the ultimate vibration displacements of the rotor are bound in a very small range, but it is not symmetrical distribution around the geometric center, which means that the rotor spins around its inertia axis in the theory of rotor dynamics. That is to say, the vibration amplitude of the rotor can be well suppressed, but the axis loci of the rotor is uncertain. Therefore, this control method is more suitable for the unbalance control of AMB-RS in high-speed fields. Attentively, the inertia axis is not completely overlap with the geometric axis.
In conclusion, the results of simulation and experiment show that the two compound control modes have their own advantages and disadvantages. VOLUME 7, 2019 
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The unbalanced control is a key issue in the application of AMB and is one of the advantages of AMB than traditional mechanical bearing. From the research results, the ILC algorithm and control mechanisms proposed in this paper have a good control effect on the unbalance control of AMB-RS, and the main performances are listed as follows:
Firstly, in the process of signal filtering, repetitively calling system functions in the DSP embedded system would lead to the real-time performance of the control loop is difficult to ensure. The novel ILC algorithm proposed in this paper is helpful to achieve the parallel computation of three processing processes in the control system, and can ensure the real-time performance of the ILC loop, which is the basis of the application of the control method.
Secondary, the PCCM has certain asynchronous character, but it can improve the rate of control error. Contrary, the rate is slower under SCCM, but the control error can be compensated effectively. In other words, these two modes can achieve the different control objectives, provide the theoretical and technical basis for the unbalance control of AMB-RS in high-precision and high-speed fields.
Although the ILC method of unbalance control studied in this paper has achieved remarkable control effect, there are still lots of problems need to be tackled. After that, we will carry out researches and experiments in the following aspects: how to ensure the ILC requirements of unbalance control for AMB-RS in the case of abnormal data at the measuring side; how to achieve the effectiveness of ILC in the case of variable length as the rotational speed is changed, and so on. Summary, the principle of the method proposed is simple and is convenient to implement, if the related problems are solved, it has great engineering application value. 
